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All of my life I have felt that I was different from everyone else.  During 

childhood I would make numerous statements to my parents, who always thought I was 

a very strange child. 

 

1/ The brain is a transmitter and receiver, 

2/ Information travels on light  

3/ There are portals or gates that we can use inter-dimensionally.   

 

These things are topics I could not possibly know about for this was in the early 

1970's.  My first memory in this life was of me being bathed in the kitchen sink, 

which would make my age from newborn – 3 months old and I was able to describe the 

entire room and where the kitchen sink was located.  I was always a curious child 

and would sit for long periods of time just sitting watching the sky and how light 

cast shadows.  Then as I got older strange things would happen to me during the 

night.  Many times I would wake up not being able to move my body and only be able 

to move my head left and right.  I would see beings looking at me while in this 

state.  Many times I would see shadow beings moving around the house thru my 

peripheral vision and I have been empathic my entire life and could feel and see 

things others could not.  

 

I was also born with many anomalies from the normal anatomy.  Most women have one 

uterus and one cervix.  I had two of each and had my cycle every two weeks so had 

to go on birth control pills at age 12.  It took me 2 years to become pregnant and 

at the age of 18 I finally conceived. As I have asked many questions about my life 

I have been able to come to understandings of certain events and their purpose.  

Many of us starseeds live in family units that are not close and are usually broken 

homes with multiple siblings who are also not that close.  Keeping to ourselves is 

a very common trait and many of us choose not to have children.  Myself I decided 

to have a child because I wanted someone to love me and me to love someone with all 

my heart and soul because I had no family who really cared and was living on the 

streets of Toronto at the age of 16.   

 

While pregnant the other uterus blocked the passage way so I could not have natural 

childbirth and had to have a C-Section.  I also have a left kidney that is 

separated in two by a septum and have two uretur's on the left side for a total of 

three ureters when the average person has two.  Needless to say I did not have any 

other children for there were too many health problems due to the anatomy with the 

Kidney to risk having another child. I also have an extra artery going into my 

heart as well.  So one must ask some questions to why this happened? This also 

being that I was 1 month premature when I was born in 1965.  The information that 

has been provided through thought transfer is that it was because of the encodings 



in the light body from previous incarnations permiating thru. There is also 

something with the aboriginal DNA, that I still am getting answers about.  The 

light that was brought into this vessel was very intense creating this anomaly.   

 

My bond with my son and his children is very strong and I am thankful for my 

daughter-in-law and my husband also being such a beautiful and understanding caring 

souls.  They all have brought great joy into my families lives and we must cherish 

our relationships that are in resonance with our hearts and not in our minds. 

 

 

My father was a military man and worked in communications and had a higher level 

security clearance.  He worked in what we called the hole, which was just a door in 

the side of a hill and upon entering you would take an elevator down many floors.  

The public was never allowed into this building.   My father had volunteered me as 

a guinea pig as he stated to me, for the dental students at the base facility.  I 

ended up wearing braces for 2 years, but not your typical style that are on every 

tooth but the kind that had a connector on the two back teeth and created like a 

chin guard like on a football helmet.  Then I would have to go to a dental 

appointment once per month, yet I don't recall any of the events of these 

appointments.  My brother had worse teeth than myself and he was not in the program 

for the dental students, yet I didn't have my first cavity until I was 30 years 

old? I am continuing to get some answers to many questions that I have in this 

regard.  Once I entered grade 7 this is when my braces were removed and my life 

turned onto the school of hard knocks path that it took which was full of many 

expanding experiences which will be highlighted throughout my book.  

 

My awakening started in the 1990's and was hampered by many experiences that took 

my focus off of the awakening and on to the healing of my body vessel. I took 

therapeutic touch in 1996 and Holistic information in 1998.  After several years of 

illness and surgeries, due to an error during the first surgery in 1998 and having 

to go on Hepatitis C  treatment which ended in 2004.  I got Hepatitis C from blood 

transfusion at the age of 7 after hemorreiging after surgery.  In 2005 I took my 

Reiki 1 & 2 and have continued on my journey. 

 

In Aug 1998 Princess Dianna died and my family and I were camping during that 

weekend.  I had the knowing to go and turn on the radio and as soon as I did I 

heard the broadcast that Princess Dianna had been killed in a car accident.  I have 

never been a royal watcher and still can't understand why I reacted with such 

emotion.  I could not stop crying and feeling such emptyness and pain.  It got so 

bad that I had to go home and I left my boyfriend and our children to continue to 

camp for the weekend.  Once home I sat and with no TV on and just listened to music 

to relax myself.  During this I ended up speaking in a light language to 7 others 

on my sectional couch for a long time it seemed and we were speaking in depth about 



what happened and that Dianna was okay and in transition.  Then the converstion 

proceeded to tell me about what was going to occur this year in my own life and 

that I was let know that if I could not handle things that an exit strategy had 

been put in place for me to leave if I wanted to.  Little did I know that I would 

almost die twice in Dec of 1998. 

 

In 2006 I had a biopsy done on my left breast and was at home resting from the 

procedure and I ended up having a grand maul seizure and my son called the 

ambulance.  During this time I was wondering what this was all about and upon 

looking at things now I can piece the puzzle pieces together and access why certain 

events occurred and we must always do this to have a complete understanding of 

events.  Especially when others are experiencing these same type of events.  We 

must share our experiences to know if there are similarities.  After this event in 

2007 I lost the hearing in my left ear and went to see the ear specialist and he 

did all the necessary hearing testing and said that I would never gain my hearing 

back.  Thirty days later I had my hearing back completely.  Then in 2008 I lost the 

hearing in my right ear the same way.  All the same symptoms leading up to the 

hearing loss as well.  Again I went to see the same doctor and went thru all the 

same tests and again he stated that I would not get my hearing back.  Thirty days 

later my hearing was completely normal again.  Needless to say that the doctor I 

seen no longer wishes to see me. Which is pretty arrogant for Doctors don't know 

everything and that we are always learning new things especially in these times we 

are currently living in.  So many amazing experiences if one would only look thru 

different glasses.  My analysis of these events was like a retuning of the brain 

and  ears.  Rewiring and activating parts of the brain and fine tuning the ears to 

hear certain frequencies.  My husband laughs because some frequencies that he 

cannot hear I hear very well and those that are of the lower vibration I don't hear 

very well.  This is another thing that I continuously come to more understanding as 

I ask certain questions, I will get the answers and sometimes nature has much to do 

with providing the indicators or signs as confirmations.  We must always seek and 

observe our surroundings for they will provide many answers and signs as we move 

forward and progress with our connection to spirit and the higher octaves of 

existence.  I always say that “All of creation has a story to tell, a song to sing 

and a truth to reveal.”  

 

In 2009 I was awarded a settlement that allowed me to live debt free, for my house 

in the woods where I could live out of the matrix and come into my full awakening.  

In Dec 2010- Jan 2011 my husband and I went to Egypt and explored the country from 

the North to South and then West to East and back to Cairo.  I was also able to 

secure a tour for my husband and I as a private tour and had a private driver that 

took us to various locations daily and the cost was much less than what you would 

pay with a big tour company.  Skills that I acquired thru life experience as a 

Purchasing agent came in handy for this trip.  Just remember that all of our 



experiences that were of great importance to us growing up and past life skill 

sets, will come back into usage during this time of awakening and remembering.  

Just in a very unique way and we must continuously be the observer to analyze and 

benefit as greatly as possible from our experiences.   

 

During this trip many activations occurred and it was an amazing experience.  The 

first activation occurred upon walking into the Cairo museum where I became very 

dizzy and nauseous.  I actually had to run to the bathroom to vomit because of the 

an intense feeling of deception and lies that came to me upon entering the museum. 

There were so many sites that I wanted to see but I allowed Spirit to guide me thru 

the entire experience and I did end up missing some great sites, Yet I internally 

knew that I was not to be going to those sites.  During our stay we went to 

Alexandria on Dec 29th and stayed till Dec 31st of Dec 2010 and we were not allowed 

to go to certain locations.  There was an explosion at one of the churches we had 

went to go see but were prevented from entering due to the site being closed all 

day?  The Universe works in mysterious ways..  Then upon leaving to return home we 

left Egypt on Jan 11,2011 and the Arab Spring erupted in February but actually had 

started Dec 18, 2010 and we arrived on Dec 28th.  It was like we were to be in the 

middle of this energy at certain locations at particular times.  Since my return I 

have had so many expanding experiences with our Star Brothers & Sisters and the 

multidimensional beings that are around us daily.  Remember that It is not all what 

you see with your physical eyes.. It is what you can sense and feel and the part of 

the light spectrum you don't see.. As humans we only see a 3% of the light spectrum 

and only hear 4% of sound frequencies.  

 

In July 2011 after purchasing my home in the woods all the activity started 

increasing.  I was still living in the city and making all the arrangements to 

liquidate all assets and move to the woods.  The following vids were recorded in 

Nov and Dec 2011 which are located on my youtube channel: 

 

This is what I have termed as “The Arrival” of our Star Brothers and Sisters in 

mass.  Prior to this event I had only seen a few UFO's in our skies during my 

youth.  This was an entirely massive arrival that was being shown to me and allowed 

to be filmed.  From this time I have experienced too many experiences to list but I 

will provide the experiences that I have vids and pics to validate.  It all started 

in summer of 2011 with these orbs that hovered in the sky flashing white, red and 

blue.  These spheres would be all over our sky.  It is like these orbs are 

transmitting a wake up call to humanity and I still see them to this day in our 

skies but don't focus much on filming them.  They have a job to do and anyone can 

just look up and see at least 3 in their night time sky on any given night.   Then 

in Fall of 2011 is when the ships started to appear.  

 

My house in the city bordered on the back of a golf course and in the months of 



July - Dec 2011 our skies were filled with mass arrivals of ships and I was awoken 

every night between 2:30-3:00am and 5:30-6am and was always given thought transfer 

to grab my camera and film.  The following vids demonstrate many of the events that 

I was blessed to be able to film.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zqbs4WRxj9g&list=UUnPm5cZ-wdgx0PbxjO3rB9g 

 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fYhH5G41iko&list=UUnPm5cZ-wdgx0PbxjO3rB9g 

 

Upon moving I have also learned many things thru observation and come to an inner 

knowing of many things which will be shared in my book. The amount of activity in 

my night sky and also during the day are always consistent.  I do not live on a 

flight path and even check flightradar24.com for flights coming overhead when I 

record my videos during the day.  There are many methods to checking for outside 

activity that could explain some events.  In the information age we have been 

gifted the internet to allow us to check for information and enlighten ourselves 

thru self expansion and learning.  By using our discernment, intuition and inner 

knowing then we can find reliable resources of information.  

 

2012 was filled with experiences with orbs and inter-dimensional beings along with 

Mother Earth energies that I was so graciously blessed to be able to film.  The 

energies on this land are incredible and my ancestors the Anishinaabe people, knew 

this and practised medicine and meetings with our Star Brothers and Sisters along 

with the inter-dimensional's at a certain location in this area.  Many of us are 

investigating certain things that have peaked our interest and this is what our 

true mission is.  If something keeps coming up again and again and again.  Then pay 

attention to what is being revealed.. We must see,hear and feel what is being 

presented to us for our next steps in our knowing in this evolutionary process.  

Each person has a mission here and is working with others to accomplish these 

initiatives.  This is why I tell everyone they must go within and ask the questions 

they seek answers to.  One must truly be comfortable being alone in order to move 

forward.  Being comfortable with yourself and allowing yourself to become the 

environment and feel the energies around oneself.  Once we are connected to 

creation then we can move fluidly.  Some people can go back and forth, in and out 

of the matrix, but myself I prefer to live in the woods and be one with nature.  

Don't care if the power goes out or any of the dramas playing out.  I do keep 

informed of global events and alternative news sources that I have trusted for 3 or 

more years now and they have been very accurate with their insights and facts.  We 

must be able to have a balance of knowledge of current events but we must be able 

to take what info is needed and then put the rest in the file.  Spirit will guide 

you to what you need to know in all situations depending on the urgency.  There is 

so much going on now with all of the insane dramas that you must be observant and 

see thru the deceptions and use your intuition to guide you.  This journey has 

taught me a lot and there are many things that will be revealed in my book to 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zqbs4WRxj9g&list=UUnPm5cZ-wdgx0PbxjO3rB9g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fYhH5G41iko&list=UUnPm5cZ-wdgx0PbxjO3rB9g


assist people in making the right choices based on their intuitive skills and 

universal guidance.   

 

In 2012 I did have a few experiences that revealed some blue orbs and then the orbs 

manifested into a light worm that had a golden orb in the light that radiated 

golden rays of light onto my well which is my water source. Now please know that 

this was not visible with the human eye.  I got the inner knowing to grab my camera 

and go outside and take random pics.   

 

Blue orbs that morph into a light worm that shines golden rays down onto my well 

top in my backyard 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=233879036813409&set=a.233876696813643.10737

41833.100005739424284&type=3&theater 

 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=233878933480086&set=a.233876696813643.10737

41833.100005739424284&type=3&theater 

 

Light being on my back deck 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=233878373480142&set=a.233876696813643.10737

41833.100005739424284&type=3&theater 

 

Energy webbing coming from tree to the Earth Mother.  Reminds me of the Spider 

Women creation story. :-)  

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=233882336813079&set=a.233876696813643.10737

41833.100005739424284&type=3&theater 

 

Energy rods in my backyard 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=233876850146961&set=a.233876696813643.10737

41833.100005739424284&type=3&theater 

 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=233877146813598&set=a.233876696813643.10737

41833.100005739424284&type=3&theater 

 

Orbs in my sons backyard  

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=233880280146618&set=a.233876696813643.10737

41833.100005739424284&type=3&theater 

 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=233879396813373&set=a.233876696813643.10737

41833.100005739424284&type=3&theater 

 

Orbs will travelling down the highway.  All I did was take a picture with the 

window rolled down as we were driving. :-) 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=238613643006615&set=a.233876696813643.10737
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41833.100005739424284&type=3&theater 

 

Orbs at my neighbors house in the woods  

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=252760391591940&set=a.233876696813643.10737

41833.100005739424284&type=3&theater 

 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=252760388258607&set=a.233876696813643.10737

41833.100005739424284&type=3&theater 

 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=252760374925275&set=a.233876696813643.10737

41833.100005739424284&type=3&theater 

 

Small light beings on a tree - 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=234047366796576&set=a.233876696813643.10737

41833.100005739424284&type=3&theater 

 

Daytime Orbs taken over my house during the day taken in 2014 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=248786641989315&set=a.233876696813643.10737

41833.100005739424284&type=3&theater 

 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=248789351989044&set=a.233876696813643.10737

41833.100005739424284&type=3&theater 

 

 

2013 – was more involved with sky elemental s and UFO's.  While grounding myself 

and learning what these experiences are all about.  I did much writing in my 

journal and video taping the sky during 2012 & 2013 with some great insights 

resulting from these expanding experiences.  I also had my first missing time 

occurrence while driving home from my sons house.  There are three clear instances 

that I can speak about here.   

 

1/ If you look at these pics they are located in the same part of the sky and came 

right over my sons house each time.  Never loosing their shape and only expanding 

the size and better clarity of the figures.  When these type of events occur one 

must take notice of the message.  We all can connect to the ethereal beings and all 

work in conjunction with the nature elementals and inter dimensional beings.  When 

there is a message this strong then it should be documented with pics and or vids 

and analyzed thru intuition and inner knowing.  This can be seen in the following 

pics. 

  

Hermes and Female face - 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=239908786210434&set=a.234045976796715.10737

41834.100005739424284&type=3&theater 
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https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=239909032877076&set=a.234045976796715.10737

41834.100005739424284&type=3&theater 

 

This series of pics is of an entity wearing a Sumarian headdress holding a septar 

in one hand and the other hand pointing up.  There are other shapes near the bottom 

of a the manifestation.  This manifestation took over 1 hour to fully form right 

over my location.  It never lost its shape and only got bigger so more detail could 

be seen.  Reminds me of the Sumerians.  

 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=242887239245922&set=a.234045976796715.10737

41834.100005739424284&type=3&theater 

 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=242887452579234&set=a.234045976796715.10737

41834.100005739424284&type=3&theater 

 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=242887615912551&set=a.234045976796715.10737

41834.100005739424284&type=3&theater 

 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=242887865912526&set=a.234045976796715.10737

41834.100005739424284&type=3&theater 

 

3/ I had a strange encounter with helicopters at my house in the woods prior to 

leaving to go to my sons house.  There were three that flew by back at treetop 

level just behind my house.  Then when at my sons house on the second day the same 

type of helicopter with the same colour and markings flew over my sons house and 

circle right above me.  This was the same weekend and the day before the missing 

time event.  Which I found very odd and can be found on my youtube channel located 

here.  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JzEmqeHnPmo&list=UUnPm5cZ-wdgx0PbxjO3rB9g 

 

 

4/ I left to return home at the same time as my husband but in two seperate 

vehicles.  While approaching a particular point on the highway, the next thing I 

remember is that I was approaching a highway exit that was over 1 hour from my last 

mile marker.  Then my husband calls me on the cell phone and asked why I was not 

answering my phone for the last hour??  I told him it did not ring and did not show 

up on my cell phone as recent calls.  Then I asked him where he was and his 

location was 1 hour behind me and our drive was only a 2 hour drive, so it is 

physically impossible for me to be that far ahead of my husband.  Then later on 

that week my main circuit for the dash and power windows that was located under my 

seat fried and the mechanic said he has never seen one melt like that before.  So 

it makes you wonder when you see a craft in the sky or feel their presence with you 

in your vehicle what experience you may have.  I had one more experience like this 
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https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=242887452579234&set=a.234045976796715.1073741834.100005739424284&type=3&theater
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=242887615912551&set=a.234045976796715.1073741834.100005739424284&type=3&theater
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=242887615912551&set=a.234045976796715.1073741834.100005739424284&type=3&theater
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=242887865912526&set=a.234045976796715.1073741834.100005739424284&type=3&theater
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=242887865912526&set=a.234045976796715.1073741834.100005739424284&type=3&theater
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JzEmqeHnPmo&list=UUnPm5cZ-wdgx0PbxjO3rB9g


in summer of 2014 but was a shorter distance of highway.  Almost like it was a hint 

that I needed to go to this road and I will in spring of 2015. 

 

There are many vids that can be viewed on my channel that can offer some great 

insights.  I will be creating vids in spring of 2015 again.  I find this is when 

much information comes thru that I need to know, so they help me as well as the 

viewer.  

 

I also have been able to fine tune my ability to use my  telekinesis to make cloud 

formation disappear.  Many of the ET interactions  are being felt thru thought 

transfer but also touch and sound. I can discern the energies of one from another.  

Learning to have all of your sensory perception in high gear is very important to 

ones growth.  

 

2014- has been again another year of sky elementals and UFO craft.  I am always 

given the knowledge to look in a certain direction or feel certain energies that 

provide me with numerous experiences whenever I leave my homestead.  Not as many 

picture taking this year.  The pictures I do take always reveal something and I 

feel that 2015 will be another year to have your camera on you at all times.  Most 

of us do not spend all of our time filming.  People must understand this and know 

that we are always guided thru our inner knowing or thought transfer.  So we may 

only take a few pics at a time but will always get activity in our video's and 

pics.  If people would  stop playing with the cell phones and look up into the sky 

and allow their intuition to be their compass then they would experience this for 

themselves too.   

 

Pics will continue to be added to the dropbox folder as I go thru them. 

 

Most of 2011 is complete and there will be additions to the 2012, 2013 & 2014. 

 

Angela Inanna 

 

 

 

 


